One of the main challenges of 3-D reflection seismology is providing the spatial sampling required to avoid aliasing. In practice, fine-scale and regular acquisition geometry is possible only in 2-D seismic surveys. 3-D surveys typically have sparse and irregular geometry that often results in spatial aliasing. In this paper we present a processing method to overcome this problem that is suitable for sparse and irregular acquisition geometry, and yields better results than does conventional processing such as dip moveout.
INTRODUCTION
An important product of seismic data processing is the so-called 'stack'-an estimation of the data one would record if one conducted a regular geometry zero-offset experiment. Conventionally, pre-stack processes are done separately in shot profiles, common offset sections, or trace sequentially. Afterwards, the information is combined by summing ('stacking'). Once the stack is obtained, post-stack migration can be used to find the earth reflectivity. Usually, the difficult task is not in the post-stack migration but in getting a good stack that is a close approximation to a zero-offset section.
One of the difficulties, and probably the leading problem for 3-D data, is the irregular and sparse geometry in which seismic data are recorded. This problem of irregular and sparse sampling is often called 'spatial aliasing'. Setting aside spatial aliasing, pre-stack processing is a relatively straightforward wavefield extrapolation in the offset direction. Specifically, partial migration, also known as dip moveout (DMO) is used (Judson, Bolondi, Loinger & Rocca 1982; Hale 1984; Fowler 1984) . All these wavefield extrapolators work well (more or less) when their input data is an adequately sampled wavefield. But when the input offset-sections or shot profiles are spatially aliased, should one interpolate traces prior to partial migration? Should one treat missing data as zero data and hope for the best? Is stacking the best way to combine information coming from different channels? We will see in the following that the answers to all these three questions is negative. Instead, a dealiasing inversion is suggested.
The pre-stack and stacking processing are not called inversion and seldom are we aware that this is an optimization process (even after the velocity model has been found). Nevertheless, it is conceivable that after obtaining an initial stacked section, one would use a modelling operator to generate non zero-offset data from the stack, compare them to the field data, and iteratively use the differences to improve the stack. This inversion approach to pre-stack processing and stacking does improve the stack when there is a spatial aliasing problem.
In a previous work, the issue of dealiasing multichannel seismic data was examined as an optimization process . It gave very promising results on 2-D synthetic and field data examples. However, the wavenumber-frequency domain implementation was not suitable for 3-D data because of its computing cost and demands on regular geometry. The main reason for the high cost was the time-variability of the partial modelling operator. The log-stretch transform makes the partial migration and partial modelling operators time invariant (Bolondi et al. 1982; Biondi & Ronen 1987; Bale & Jakubowicz 1987; Notfors & Godfrey 1987) , and this can be used in the dealiasing process (Ronen & Liner 1987) . In this paper we review the theory and present a comparative study of the results of processing synthetic 3-D data, using normal moveout (NMO), dip movement (DMO) and dealiasing inversion.
THEORY

Partial modelling
Full pre-stack time migration can be performed in three steps: NMO, partial migration (DMO) and post-stack migration. Similarly to migration, modelling can be either fulf or partial (Fig. 1 ).
Migration (full or partial) is a linear process and so is modelling. Therefore it can be performed with an integral. In particular, partial modelling can be performed by 
where x , is the aperture cut-off;
Note that x , is always smaller than the magnitude of h, and therefore, there is no problem of negative (to/tn)2 in equation ( 2 ) . Also note that at zero offset, the amplitude L becomes infinitely large, but the aperture, x,, on which L is non zero becomes infinitely small. In effect, it is expected that for zero offset data, the integral in equation (1) will degenerate to a do-nothing operator, d ( x , h = 0, t,) = m(%,t,=t,). For that, the kernel L should become 6(x -xg). It does seem that for L to become a 6 function at zero offset, one more power of h is needed in the denominator of equation (3), so perhaps L should have been vt,/h2 there. We hope this point will become clear in 'the future. A proportionality constant, that includes a n / 2 phase shift, uniformly affects all non-zero offset traces and was therefore taken out of L in equation (3).
It is shown in Appendix C that the partial modelling operator described in equations (1)- (4) is the transpose of partial migration.
Log stretching
Time-invariant operators depend only on the difference between input and output time t , -to. This is not the case for the partial modelling operator given in equations (1)-(4). However, the term to/t, in equation ( 2 ) suggests that a transform of the type
might be helpful at this point. The idea is to transform both the data,
and the model, to the t domain. This defines the log-stretch transformation-a trace-sequential process (Owusu & Gardner 1983) .
Substituting equations (6) in equation (1) gives
I where A r is real, positive and finite for Ix -4 1 5 x,. It is important that A t is independent of t.
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the amplitude is approximated and not the traveltime, so the effect is minor; at times smaller than the target time, the operator is too small and the inversion is not as powerful as it could be. At large times, the operator is too big, resulting in increasing the familiar precursor noise normally associated with aliased Kirchhoff operators (Claerbout 1984, p. 36 ).
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Fourier transforming
The operator in equation (7) is t invariant (because A t is not a function of t). So, it might be useful to
Fourier-transform the log-stretched data,
FT{D(x, h, t)} = B(x, h, Q).
FT{M(x,,, t -At)} = e-inATfi(x,,, Q).
( 9 4 (9b)
The transform of the At-shifted stretched model is
If the amplitude L does not depend on t, equation (7) becomes
A problem is that L does depend on t. Although one can gain the data before the inversion, so L will not directly depend on t , in equation (3), one cannot bypass the time dependency of the cut-off x, in equation (4). This means that equation (10) is only approximately correct. The cut-off can be set to be accurate for a user-selected target time.
Using the same cut-off for all times or for a time window around the target time is an approximation. Luckily, only 2.5 Dealinsing inversion Discrete implementation of integrals is summation and a discrete implementation of equation (10) The length of the vector m is the number of traces in the stack. The partial forward modelling operator F is the matrix whose values are samples from overdetermined systems, to overcome what seems to be a missing data problem-spatial aliasing. The missing data problem cannot be always fully overcome, hence, the equations are under constrained. Our current computer implementation involves preprocessing of gain, normal moveout removal, log-stretch, FFT and splitting the data to its P components, then using a sparse least-squares conjugate-gradient inversion (Paige & Saunders 1982) to solve equation (11) for each frequency. After the inversion, the data are recombined trace sequentially, inverse-Fourier and inverse-log transformed. The result is ready for post-stack migration.
F is a big matrix, with possibly tens of thousands of columns and a few times that many rows. However, thanks to L being zero for most combinations of x -x, and h, the matrix is sparse; typically only 1 per cent or so of its elements are not zero.
At this point we stop pretending that the goal is to generate non-zero-offset data from given zero-offset data. The real goal is of course to Lnvert equation (10) and find the model A ? for given data D. A computer program that realizes that goal will solve a linear system of equations (11) for each frequency 51. The unknown is the zero-offset section a(%, 51) at a user-defined sampling grid, q,. The data are D(x,h,Q) at the given survey geometry of mid-points x and half-offsets h. The user-defined grid would be regular but the given survey grid may be arbitrarily irregular. Usually, there are more data traces in the unstacked data than in the stack, so the systems of equations are overdetermined. However, the systems are often underconstrained, the inversion is not unique and techniques such as damping (Aki & Richards 1980) should be used.
The process takes advantage of what sometimes seems to be redundancy in multifold seismic data, hence the 3 SYNTHETIC E X A M P L E
The synthetic data
3-D synthetic data were generated and processed to compare dealiasing inversion to conventional and less computationally intensive processing of NMO and DMO. To generate the synthetic data, reflections from two point diffractors, two dipping line diffractors, and two dipping plane reflectors, were simulated. Traveltimes were calcu- Fig. 2 . Data of the first three shots are shown in Fig. 3. 
Results
The data were processed using three methods: normal moveout (NMO) and stacking, dip moveout (DMO) and stacking and with dealiasing inversion. The output for each of the three processes was a 3-D stacked section-a cube of 46 traces in the X direction, by 54 traces in the Y direction, by 501 time samples per trace. The trace interval on the stacked section is 12.5111. It is apparent from the binning chart (Fig. 4) that the mid-points do not fill all the bins; three out of four bins in the constant X section and every other bin in a constant Y section are left empty. dealiasing process because the selected target time was 1.5 s.
NMO is a poor process in the presence of spatial aliasing; it simply leaves bins that are not covered by a mid-point, zero (Figs 5a, 6a and 7a) ; the output of NMO processing is not usable without post-stack trace interpolation. DMO (Figs 5b, 6b and 7b) does interpolate and fills uncovered bins with meaningful data, thus its output may be interpreted and migrated without post-stack trace interpolation when the spatial aliasing is not severe (Fig. 6 ). However, with severe spatial aliasing (Fig. 5) 
APPENDIX A: PARTIAL MODELLING TRAVELTIME
The purpose of this appendix is to derive equation (2). Suppose that a zero-offset section includes a single impulse at a certain location (x,,yo) and time to. The earth model that corresponds to such data must include a single spherical reflector whose centre is at (x = x,, y = y o , z = 0) and its radius is vt0/2. Any point (x,, y,, z,) , such that
is on the reflector. Now we examine the reflection from this reflector. Specular reflection occurs only for receivers on the line through the source and point (xo, y,, 0). Without loss of generality we can assume that yo and x , are zero and that the shot location is at (s, 0, 0). Fig. A1 is then taken from the y = 0 plain, or any other plain that includes the x axis.
The traveltime, t, for a ray originating at the source, 
APPENDIX B: PARTIAL MODELLING AMPLITUDE
The purpose of this appendix is to derive equation (3).
In the spherical reflector case described in Appendix A the amplitude L' at the receiver point G is a summation of amplitudes from all elementary reflections of the shaded circle segment in Fig. B1 and therefore is proportional to Figure B1 . Geometry for partial modelling amplitude calculation. Point C is on the X axis between the two rays. The ray tube arriving around point C is reflected from the shaded segment on the spherical reflector, therefore the amplitude at C is proportional to the area of that segment. After some trigonometric manipulations we get Substitution of (B3), (B4) and (B5) into (B2) leads to the expression where I,, I, are ray lengths and r l , r, are the principal radii of the wavefront surface curvature at the reflection point C immediately after the reflection (Fig. Al) .
The determin5tion of the wavefront radii is exhaustively investigated by Cerveny & Ravindra and by Hubral & Krey.
Here we adduce the ready formulae: where radius of the spherical reflector R is vto/2 and 0 is an incident angle at the reflection point C.
In view of the last formulae the amplitude expression (Bl) takes the form
The expression obtained for the amplitude distribution in the partial modelling demands the explanation of two features at least: the numerator and denomintor values of the last multiplier. Zero denominator is an arithmetical representation of the fact that any receiver on the line sphere-centre-shot is in a caustic caused by the reflector curvature in the perpendicular direction to this line. The imaginary numerator is related to another caustic; one initiated by the reflector curvature in the shot-reflectionpoint-receiver plane. fi means that a n/2 phase shift should be applied to the wavelet. This phase shift indicates that the reflection already passed through a caustic point as can be seen in Fig. B2 . The noted singularities are due to the curved spaced reflector. The C / O term is a constant affecting the amplitude equally and independently of shot and receiver location and can be withdrawn into the proportionality constant.
At this point we would like to define the gained amplitude, L, which is porportional to L', with the assumption that the zero-offset data input to the partial To express the amplitude L' in terms of the mid-point There is a complete agreement in traveltime between equation (2) derived in Appendix A and the famous DMO smile derived by Deregowski & Rocca (1981) . Of course the referred derivation of traveltime is independent from the derivations in Appendix A of this paper. So the traveltime condition (1) is clearly satisfied.
The amplitude condition (2) seems to be more problematic. For reasons unclear to the authors, some published amplitudes are quite different from the one in equation (3) (Deregowski & Rocca 1981; Berg 1985) . However, an analysis by Sorin & Ronen (1989) gave the same term as in equation ( 3 ) , except the fl in equation (B6), which is interpreted as a bulk n / 2 phase shift. Aside from that phase shift, partial migration is not an exception to Claerbout's transpose rule.
(2).
modelling had been spherical spreading corrected (multiply L' by t) and that the output non-zero-offset data does not need spherical spreading correction (divide L' by to), After some manipulations we have, Finally, using equation (AlO), we get the result APPENDIX C: PARTIAL MODELLING = PARTIAL MIGRATION TRANSPOSED Claerbout (1985) noted that as a rule, migration is the transpose (and not the inverse) of modelling. Let us see whether integral partial migration is an exception of that rule. Deregowski & Rocca (1981) developed an integral-DMO
